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Listen on Spotify: It's the first official single of the album that dance land has been waiting for. The premier introduction to 'Intense', the fifth artist album of the world's number one DJ, Armin van Buuren. It's the feel-good 'This Is What It Feels Like' ft. Trevor Guthrie, that rushes
in. Gathering two years of extraordinary production work and song-writing, 'Intense' is the next addition to Armin's legacy. Landing May 3rd, the first single is an exclusive pre-taste of its genre-bending sound. Featuring Canadian singer/songwriter Trevor Guthrie, Armin brings a
musical fusion that has its roots in dance, rock and pop. Coming together in the easy-listening, up-tempo tune that is 'This Is What It Feels Like', Armin once again proves not to be a prisoner of his own style. Listen on Spotify: It's the first official single of the album that dance

land has been waiting for. The premier introduction to 'Intense', the fifth artist album of the world's number one DJ, Armin van Buuren. It's the feel-good 'This Is What It Feels Like' ft. Trevor Guthrie, that rushes in. Gathering two years of extraordinary production work and song-
writing, 'Intense' is the next addition to Armin's legacy. Landing May 3rd, the first single is an exclusive pre-taste of its genre-bending sound. Featuring Canadian singer/songwriter Trevor Guthrie, Armin brings a musical fusion that has its roots in dance, rock and pop. Coming
together in the easy-listening, up-tempo tune that is 'This Is What It Feels Like', Armin once again proves not to be a prisoner of his own style. Dutch duo W&W, the rising stars of EDM's new generation, supersized 'This Is What It Feels Like' to club and arena proportions, peak-

time madness guaranteed. Connect with Armin: www.arminvanbuuren.com
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In celebration of Armin van Buuren 20th annual Trance Family mix album, featuring Armin van Buuren and his esteemed label mates, Columbus Fans Group (CFG) is offering an exclusive music video premiere of the first single, the mega track In The Clouds from the upcoming
record. This is the eighth In The Clouds release and is the first time the track has been in the Dolby Atmos format that is featured on the new Balance album. The In The Clouds release is the first in a string of new music being released as a result of Armin Van Buuren's

continued collaboration with the Columbus Fans Group , a global group of passionate trance music fans. This fall, Armin will release a new album Balance on his long-time label, Armin van Buuren Productions in partnership with Armada Music, his future-forward DJ family.
According to Armin van Buuren, fans are "always looking forward to new music. This is the beauty of our job - and this is why we are so fortunate to have the privilege of DJing and producing music and performing live, making the people happy and making sure they leave the
clubs feeling it was all worthwhile. Making new music, presenting different tracks and giving them the opportunity to hear new sounds and different techniques is what keeps me going." In his 20 years in the music industry, Armin has grown as a producer and DJ and his studio

experience has allowed him to evolve his craft. The evolution continues with Balance, his latest studio album, which is a fusion of the very best tracks from his full length releases including 2013s Intense and 2015s Infinity. 5ec8ef588b
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